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OVERVIEW
▸ Pinball? 

▸ Preconceptions 

▸ History 

▸ Skill and luck 

▸ Art, storytelling and spectacle 

▸ You and the machine 

▸ Techniques and performance



WHAT IS PINBALL?

▸ Shoot a ball on a tilted playfield 

▸ Try to keep the ball in play (mostly with the flipper fingers) 

▸ Hit targets (often in a specific order, within a limited amount of time) 

▸ Get a high score 

▸ Play with your body 

▸ Have fun and be intrigued





PRECONCEPTIONS

▸ „Pinball is a game based mostly on luck“ 

▸ „Pinball has no depth to it“ 

▸ „Every pinball machine is the same“



HISTORY

▸ Bagatelle (ca. 1700, France) 

▸ Billard japonais, Stoßpudel (1750-1920) 

▸ Patent of the spring launcher by Montague Redgrave (1869)                            
Start of the US based pinball culture (Ohio, Chicago - mostly in the Northeast) 

▸ Coin operated „Pin games“, mostly sitting on a counter or bar top (1930s) 

▸ Electromechanical pinball - EM - that kicked out balls and counted scores 
(1933 onwards)



Bagatelle



Stoßpudel (ca. 1920) Billard japonais (ca. 1760)



HISTORY

▸ Introduction of the flipper fingers in „Humpty Dumpty“ (1947) 

▸ Solid-state electronics - SS - with circuit boards and digital displays 
(mid-1970ies onwards) 

▸ Videogames vs. pinball (1980s, 1990s) 

▸ Drought (2000s) 

▸ Renaissance (2010 onwards)



„Pinball: A Graphic History of the Silver Ball“ (Jon Chad, First Second, 2022)



HISTORY

▸ Early pinball was very pervasive and 
very affordable 

▸ Fight against videogames was briefly 
won in the early 90ies 

▸ Pinball barely survived in the 2000s



SKILL AND LUCK

▸ Gambling history: pinball has roots in „mob culture“ of the 30ies and 40ies 

▸ Ban in the US from the 40ies until the 70ies 

▸ Roger Sharpe testified in the court in 1976 by calling shots and hitting them: 
„The man who saved pinball“ 

▸ „A game of skill“, going upwards from the 50ies and 60ies 

▸ For some, it was confusing why you’d want to play if it’s only about high scores 
and free games



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZ_mHCLTFmU


ART, STORYTELLING AND SPECTACLE

▸ Elements: Art, sound, music, game design, but also physical necessities 
(distances, angles, sturdiness, etc.) 

▸ Multiple layers of intensity can be achieved. The longer you play, the more you 
lay free, the bigger the spectacle becomes. 

▸ Special modes, missions and endgame („wizard mode“) are hidden within. 

▸ The machine is making many noises, does a big knock when the player gets a 
replay and uses its lighting very effectively.





YOU AND THE MACHINE — A SPECIAL KIND OF INTERACTION

▸ The machine is your foe and your ally 

▸ Symbiosis between human and machine 

▸ „The ball is wild“ (Harry Williams) 

▸ Not just every game is different, every single machine is different 

▸ Playing on your very own table and then on another one of the same design 
can become difficult



TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE — INTERFACES

▸ Interactivity through different buttons 

▸ 2 (sometimes more) flipper buttons                                                                                                                         
They are in practice not simple on/off switches! 

▸ 1 plunger (sometimes a plunger button) 

▸ 1 start button 

▸ 1 action button (optional)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6vjlOZZes0


TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE — NUDGING

▸ Nudging: play with your body! 

▸ Nudging the machine is a legitimate action by the player. 

▸ It is as important for higher level play as the flipper buttons are.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4ZZT2nvgkg


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMD60ZA7xH8
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TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE: PINBALL STANCE. PLAY WITH YOUR BODY!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zv2oT4cug_M


PRECONCEPTIONS - REVISITED

▸ „Pinball is a game based mostly on luck“ 

▸ „Pinball has no depth to it“ 

▸ „Every pinball machine is the same“



„Pinball: A Graphic History of the Silver Ball“ (Jon Chad, First Second, 2022)



PINBALL! PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE PLAY MACHINE BETWEEN SKILL AND (A BIT OF) LUCK

THANK YOU!
▸ robert.glashuettner@gmail.com 

▸ Mastodon: @glashuettner@mastodon.gamedev.place 

▸ Bluesky: @robertglashuettner.bsky.social

New pinball newsletter!    

buttondown.email/TheBallisWild

mailto:robert.glashuettner@gmail.com

